Chevy Tahoe
2007-2014
Install Instructions
Watch for Wires when drilling

1. Install the 11 ½” rear brackets to the cargo barrier facing forward.
LOGO also forward, finger tight only. The twisted bracket is on the
drivers’ side. Lift the cargo barrier up so the attachment holes in
the end of the brackets are just above the pillar post plastic. Keep
the barrier to the rear to allow the seats to go forward and lock
back. Just touching the headrests is good. Make a mark on the
headliner, just above the plastic on each side.
2. Remove the plastic from the rear Pillar posts. Use caution not to
lose the small attaching screw. Center the 2 1/2” Bracket on the
passenger side and the 1 1/2” bracket on the drivers’ side. See
'PHOTO', Attach by using two
1 1/2” tap screw for each bracket. The brackets will tuck under
the headliner leaving ¼” exposed and fasten with tap screws.
3. Replace “Pillar Post” plastic. Insure the brackets align with the
marks on the headliner. Drill a small pilot hole through your marks.
4. Hold cargo barrier in position and attach through the holes you just
drilled.
5. With the passenger seat fully forward, place the side screen between
the rear seats. Attach to the rear cargo barrier.
6. Install the upper and lower bracket to the front screen, SEE PHOTO,
with the brackets facing forward. Install the foam tube, to the upper
front partition with zip ties.
7. Install the front screen to the side screen. Install upper front screen
behind the seatbelt carrier. May have to adjust up and down to
lessen the gap at the ceiling.
8. Install the screened floor bracket to the side and front screen.
Tighten these three bolts. Pull the front screen towards the
passenger side pillar post and fasten to the Seatbelt bolt. Fasten the
lower right bracket to the floor with a tap screw, if you feel it’s
necessary.
9. Tighten all bolts and then tap screw the screened floor bracket to
the floor pan, again if you feel its necessary
10.
Finish foam tube.
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